SUMMER JAR 2017
1.

YOU ROCK! Paint some ladybug rocks for our garden or to decorate our window sill.

2.

WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU MIX LEMONADE WITH A POPSICLE? Awesomeness of course! Make
some homemade lemonade using lemons and then add your favourite flavour of popsicle to a tall glass!

3.

SPONGE HOUSE SQUARE GRASS! Am I confused? Nope, just thinking we need to experiment with grass
seeds and kitchen sponges that’s all!

4.

DON’T LOSE YOUR MARBLES….Play with them instead! Make a paper plate marble maze using paper and
tape and then challenge yourself and the family!

5.

1-2-3 CHILL OUT! Make some homemade popsicles using only 3 ingredients! 1- can of coconut milk + 1
bag of frozen mango + 1 tablespoon of honey = 1 summer delight!

6.

THUMB BODY LOVES YOU! Use an ink pad to make some thumb prints and then use markers to turn
them into funny animals and people!

7.

JUMPING JELLYFISH! Can you turn a cardboard tube into a jellyfish? I think you can!

8.

MOVIE AND S’MORE FUN! Pick out a movie to watch (perhaps from a movie jar) but make some S’more
Snack Mix to munch on before hand.

9.

YOU’RE MY TOP CHEF! Find a cookbook to browse some recipes. Find one you like and we will go
shopping (in the cupboard or in the store) so you can make it!

10. AT THE CAR WASH! Instead of going to the car wash let’s bring the car wash home…grab some buckets
and cloths and let’s get cleaning!
11. EGG-SELENT SCIENCE! Can you make an egg shell disappear without touching it? It’s easier than you
think thanks to science. Put a raw egg in a cup and cover it with vinegar. How many days does it take for
the shell to disappear?
12. HOW COLOURFUL IS YOUR AIM? Grab a small water gun, the vinegar, the baking power, a cake pan, and
some food colouring and we will find out!
13. MARVELOUS MANDALAS: What’s a mandala? Let’s look online and find out what this beautiful circle of
art looks like and then watch a You Tube tutorial to create one ourselves!
14. SIDEWALK MANDALA: Have you pulled #13 and learned how to make a mandala? NO, put this back in the
jar. Yes, let’s take it to another level and create on using sidewalk chalk together!
15. THAT’S GUM STUFF! Is it possible to make your own fruit gummies? Let’s find out using a recipe found
online! What flavour juice should we use?
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16. STICK IT TO ‘EM! Let’s go for a nature walk to collect some twigs to paint and create a unique bouquet!
17. COOL IT, BUDDY! Is it a hot day? Let’s turn the sprinkler and cool down! If it isn’t nice enough outside,
put this slip of paper back in the jar for another day.
18. COO-COO FOR COCONUT! 4 Ingredients are all you need to make coconut ice cream: canned coconut
milk, vanilla, sweetener and salt!
19. TIME TO FLUB UP A BIT! That’s right, it’s time to make some flubber! Check online for a recipe we can
use.
20. TIKI TIME! Make a cardboard Tiki mask and then a 3 ingredient (vanilla ice cream frozen pineapple,
pineapple juice) Dole whip just like you can get in Disneyland at the Enchanted TIki Room!
21. A STARRY SITE: Let’s decorate our deck with stars by making star twig ornaments.
22. SCHOOL DAZED: Sort out your school memories from last year and add them to a special box. Be sure to
recycle things you don’t want to keep.
23. YOU’RE SO SQUISHY! It’s time to create some sidewalk foam paint and then create some squishy art!
24. ARE YOU FEELING BOOKISH? Painting water on a sheet of watercolour paper & then drip watercolour
paints onto it. When it dries, cut out bookmarks! Now read a chapter of your summer reading book!
25. I’M WALKING ON RAINBOWS, WOA AND DON’T IT FEEL GOOD! With the magic of science, we can make a
moving rainbow! All we need are some jars, food colouring and paper towels! Let’s begin!
26. LIFT YOUR SPIRITS WITH A SCIENCE EXPERIMENT! Try to inflate a balloon without using your mouth.
Science says you can do it! Find out how.
27. MUSIC MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND! It’s time to create a new summer playlist, perfect for relaxing or
playing outside or when we go on a road trip!
28. YOU ARE OUT OF THIS WORLD! You are my glowing star and my Star Lord! Let’s make a nebula jar and
capture some of the beauty of the galaxy.
29. NO BAKE ZONE: Makes some Monster Cookies without the oven! Just grab a mixing bowl and these
ingredients: 1 cup oats, ¼ cup peanut butter, ¼ cup honey, ¼ cup M&Ms, ¼ cup mini chocolate chips, ¼
cup roasted peanuts, ½ tsp of vanilla, dash of salt. Mix, refrigerate and roll!
30. FORTIFY SOME TIME ALONE: Using old newspapers create a structure that will be your own mini fort!
31. HOME SWEET HOME: Make a home for your toys using recycled materials.
32. MESSAGE FROM THE HEART: I love you soooooo much! Go and claim a hug and then put this back in the
jar for another hug on another day. DRAW AGAIN.
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